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ABSTRACT
The electrification of commercial vehicles has led to new wheel torque allocation options for propulsion and braking of articulated heavy vehicles. Each unit or axle can be individually braked or propelled whilst the other units or axles are excluded from such action. This may achieve the best energy efficiency. However, this can also lead to potential yaw stability problems such as jackknifing and trailer swing, especially under bad loading and weather conditions. This paper describes the above instabilities and introduces a nonlinear single-track model to study the vehicle dynamics of the tractor-semitrailer combination. The effects of different vehicle and environment parameters are analysed with this vehicle model. A safe operating envelope for limiting the wheel forces is obtained using this vehicle model. Since the vehicle model introduced in this paper is computationally effective, it can be run online in real vehicles, with an instantaneous safe operating envelope obtained for the momentary conditions. Thus, yaw instabilities such as jackknifing and trailer swing may be avoided.
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1. Introduction
The use of articulated heavy vehicles (AHVs) is increasing due to their significant commercial and environmental benefits [1–3]. An AHV consists of a truck or tractor unit and an arbitrary number of trailers and dollies. In general, AHVs tend to exhibit yaw instability modes such as jackknifing and trailer swing and these have been the focus of many studies in the literature [4–8]. Jackknifing is one of the most common causes of serious traffic accidents involving AHVs. In 2017, 6.5% of all fatal accidents in the US with AHVs involved jackknifing [9].
In conventional AHVs, only the tractor can propel. The introduction of electrified powertrains means that the electrification of modern semi-trailers and dollies is also becoming more common in modern AHVs. Furthermore, regarding energy efficiency concerns, the control algorithms of the modern AHVs can only brake (regenerative braking) or propel
one or more axles of a single unit, while the other unit is kept unbraked and unpropelled. This leads to even more yaw stability problems, as the strong forces on certain axles may lead to high degrees of slip and loss of grip. Due to the potential yaw instability problem of AHVs, defining a safe operating envelope (SOE) can be extremely beneficial leading to improved road safety. SOE, also known as the manoeuvring limitation diagram (MLD), safe manoeuvring envelope or safe set, refers to the set of operational limits and conditions for a vehicle to operate safely and applies to various vehicles and domains.

For aircraft, a safe manoeuvring envelope is defined as the region of the state-space system where loss of control cannot occur and the vehicle can be safely controlled [10]. In [10], a safe operating set is defined as the intersection of the forward and backward reachable sets of an a priori safe set. In aeronautics, airspeed, flight-path angle, altitude, angle of attack, pitch rate and bank angle are some of the states used to define safe operating sets [10–13]. In [14], speed and depth are used to define the SOE in submarines. SOE has also been studied for nuclear plants [15].

In the automotive field, side-slip angle and yaw rate are the typical states for defining the SOE [16–20]. To the best of these authors' knowledge, most of the studies in the automotive field focus on single-unit vehicles and do not formulate a methodology for limiting wheel torques and actuator inputs for multi-unit vehicles. Hansson et al. [21], on the other hand, presents an SOE that is obtained offline via high-fidelity simulations, mainly for semitrailer propulsion. Based on safety criteria, this paper uses a computationally efficient vehicle model with a tyre model to obtain an SOE for AHVs by conducting simulations of different combinations of wheel forces (braking and propulsion for both units of the combination). This SOE can then be used with a closed-loop controller (such as the one studied in [22]). Thanks to the SOE, the controller controls the vehicle without requesting unsafe combinations of actuator forces.

This paper is organised as follows. The next section defines different yaw instability modes for AHVs. A nonlinear vehicle model of a tractor-semitrailer combination is then described and this is used to analyse and study the effects of various vehicle parameters and environmental changes that cause yaw instabilities. Finally, an SOE is obtained which will maintain the yaw stability of AHVs under braking and acceleration.

2. Jackknifing, trailer swing and combination spin-out definitions

This section explains yaw instabilities of AHVs; specifically, jackknifing, trailer swing and combination spin-out phenomena.

2.1. Jackknifing

Jackknifing of AHVs is defined as a loss of directional stability in the towing unit but not the trailing unit. This leads to an excessive articulation angle since the real direction of the towing unit deviates significantly from the reference direction (intended direction of travel). Jackknifing occurs when the towing unit loses its lateral tyre grip and starts sliding sideways. Loss of lateral tyre grip is typically caused by excessive combined tyre slip under braking or acceleration during a turn. Figure 1(a) illustrates typical AHV jackknifing.
Without timely intervention (such as decreasing the applied brake or propulsion torques at the wheels, applying a counteracting yaw moment by differential braking, or steering), the severity of jackknifing usually increases and the tractor rotates around the fifth wheel until the two units collide (the tractor cab hits the semitrailer body).

### 2.2. Trailer swing

Trailer swing in AHVs is defined as a loss of directional stability of the trailing unit but not of the towing unit. This leads to an excessive articulation angle since the real direction of the trailing unit deviates significantly from the reference direction (intended direction of travel). Trailer swing occurs when the trailing unit loses lateral tyre grip and starts sliding sideways. Loss of lateral tyre grip is typically caused by excessive combined tyre slip under braking or acceleration during a turn. Figure 1(b) illustrates typical AHV trailer swing.

Unlike jackknifing, if trailer swing occurs under trailer braking, its severity may decrease over time due to a decrease in speed. If the driver detects the trailer swing in time, it can be corrected by releasing the brake pedal. However, if the trailer swing is not corrected in time, the semitrailer may cross onto another lane and hit other vehicles. Trailer swing can also occur under trailer propulsion (for electrified trailers). Similarly, it can be avoided by removing the propulsion torque. If the trailer swing is not avoided in time, the trailing unit can swing considerable, ultimately causing the towing unit to lose lateral grip and then swing.

### 2.3. Combination spin-out

Apart from jackknifing (when the tractor loses directional stability) and trailer swing (when the semitrailer loses directional stability), there is a third yaw instability mode for two-unit combination vehicles. In this paper, it is termed ‘combination spin-out’.

Combination spin-out in AHVs is defined as simultaneous loss of directional stability in both units. Unlike jackknifing or trailer swing, there may be no excessive articulation angle as the directions of both units deviate significantly from the reference direction. Combination spin-out occurs when both towing and trailing units lose lateral tyre grip.
and start sliding sideways. Loss of lateral tyre grip is typically caused by excessive combined tyre slip under braking or acceleration during a turn. Figure 1(c) illustrates typical AHV combination spin-out.

3. Modelling and simulations

This section introduces a nonlinear single-track model and then goes on to explain the simulated manoeuvres. Single-track model is a computationally efficient model that can be used to simulate thousands of different manoeuvres to evaluate the yaw stability. Furthermore, the single-track model can be used for eigenvalue stability analysis to explain the fundamental concepts of brake and propulsion forces allocation in AHVs.

3.1. Nonlinear single-track model

A nonlinear single-track model of the AHV (Equations (1)–(9), taken from [23,p.296]) can be derived by considering the free-body diagrams shown in Figure 2 [23,p.296]. The tractor rear axle group and semitrailer axle group are modelled as single lumped axles. The nomenclature used in this paper is provided in Appendix 2.

The force equilibrium along the longitudinal and lateral axes and yaw moment equilibrium around the centre of gravity of the tractor are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
  m_1 \cdot (\dot{v}_{1x} - \omega_{1z} \cdot v_{1y}) &= F_{1fxw} \cdot \cos \delta_f - F_{1fyw} \cdot \sin \delta_f + F_{1rx} + P_{1x}, \\
  m_1 \cdot (\dot{v}_{1y} + \omega_{1z} \cdot v_{1x}) &= F_{1fxw} \cdot \sin \delta_f + F_{1fyw} \cdot \cos \delta_f + F_{1ry} + P_{1y}, \\
  J_1 \cdot \dot{\omega}_{1z} &= (F_{1fxw} \cdot \sin \delta_f + F_{1fyw} \cdot \cos \delta_f) \cdot l_{1CoG} \\
  &- F_{1ry} \cdot (L_1 - l_{1CoG}) - P_{1y} \cdot (l_{1c} - l_{1CoG}).
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

Figure 2. Free-body diagrams of the nonlinear single-track model for the AHV [23,p.296]. Forces and moments are shown in blue, velocities in green.
The force equilibrium along the longitudinal and lateral axes and yaw moment equilibrium around the centre of gravity of the semitrailer are expressed as:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
m_2 \cdot (\dot{v}_{2x} - \omega_{2z} \cdot v_{2y}) = F_{2x} + P_{2x}, \\
m_2 \cdot (\dot{v}_{2y} + \omega_{2z} \cdot v_{2x}) = F_{2y} + P_{2y}, \\
f_2 \cdot \dot{\omega}_{2z} = -F_{2y} \cdot l_{2CoG} + P_{2y} \cdot (l_{2c} - l_{2CoG}).
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

The force equilibrium for the coupling between the tractor and semitrailer is obtained by the following equations:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
P_{1x} + P_{2x} \cdot \cos \theta + P_{2y} \cdot \sin \theta = 0, \\
P_{1y} - P_{2x} \cdot \sin \theta + P_{2y} \cdot \cos \theta = 0.
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

The compatibility equations for the velocities depicted in Figure 2 for the tractor are obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
v_{1fyv} = v_{1y} + \omega_{1z} \cdot l_{1CoG}, \\
v_{1ry} = v_{1y} - \omega_{1z} \cdot (l_1 - l_{1CoG}), \\
v_{1cy} = v_{1y} - \omega_{1z} \cdot (l_{1c} - l_{1CoG}), \\
v_{1fxw} = +v_{1x} \cdot \cos \delta_f + v_{1fyv} \cdot \sin \delta_f, \\
v_{1fyw} = -v_{1x} \cdot \sin \delta_f + v_{1fyv} \cdot \cos \delta_f.
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

The compatibility equations for the semitrailer are given by:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
v_{2cy} = v_{2y} + \omega_{2z} \cdot (l_{2c} - l_{2CoG}), \\
v_{2ay} = v_{2y} - \omega_{2z} \cdot l_{2CoG},
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

and the longitudinal and lateral velocities for the coupling are as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
v_{1x} = +v_{2x} \cdot \cos \theta + v_{2cy} \cdot \sin \theta, \\
v_{1cy} = -v_{2x} \cdot \sin \theta + v_{2cy} \cdot \cos \theta.
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

The rate of change in the articulation angle between the tractor and semitrailer is given by:

\[
\dot{\theta} = \omega_{1z} - \omega_{2z}.
\]

The lateral wheel slips for the tractor and semitrailer are calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
s_{1fy} = \frac{v_{1fyw}}{|v_{1fxw}|}, \\
s_{1ry} = \frac{v_{1ry}}{|v_{1x}|}, \\
s_{2y} = \frac{v_{2ay}}{|v_{2x}|}.
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

In the lateral direction, a simple tyre model is used in which the lateral force is proportional to the wheel slips. The lateral tyre force on the tractor’s front and rear axles and lumped
axle of the semitrailer are then defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{1fyw} &= -C_{1f} \cdot s_{1fy}, \\
F_{1ry} &= -C_{1r} \cdot s_{1ry}, \\
F_2y &= -C_2 \cdot s_{2y}.
\end{align*}
\]  

(9)

The single-track model used in this study combines the effects of all tyres on one axle into a single, virtual tyre. This model is nonlinear because of sine and cosine terms in Equations (1), (3), (4), (6), multiplication terms in Equations (1), (2), and division terms in Equation (8).

Based on this model, the tyres can generate an infinite amount of lateral force. This is not realistic for modelling jackknifing or trailer swing as these AHV modes usually occur when the wheels are experiencing major slips. Hence, a more advanced tyre model should be introduced to study jackknifing and trailer swing. The simplest addition involves adding saturation to the lateral forces, considering a friction circle model [23,p.133]. To this end, the longitudinal tyre force inputs \([F_{1fxw}, F_{1rx}, F_{2x}]\) should be defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{1fxw} &= 0, \\
F_{1rx} &= \epsilon_{\text{tractor}} \cdot \mu \cdot F_{1rz}, \\
F_{2x} &= \epsilon_{\text{trailer}} \cdot \mu \cdot F_{2z},
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

where \(\mu\) is the tyre-road friction coefficient, \(F_{1rz}\) and \(F_{2z}\) are the normal loads on the tractor’s rear axle and semitrailer’s lumped axle, respectively. \(\epsilon_{\text{tractor}}\) and \(\epsilon_{\text{trailer}}\) are the friction utilisation coefficients of the tractor and semitrailer, respectively. These coefficients vary within an interval of \([-1, 0]\) for braking scenarios and \([0, +1]\) for propulsion scenarios. Thus, the values \(-1\) and \(+1\) correspond to the maximum braking and maximum propulsion, respectively.

For this study, the front axle of the tractor is considered to be a non-braked and non-powered axle. Thus, only the regenerative braking and electric propulsion of the tractor’s rear axle and semitrailer axle are studied. The interaction between the combined longitudinal and lateral forces is often modelled using the well-known friction circle [23,p.133]. For a vehicle undergoing braking or acceleration, the lateral forces are limited by the upper bound friction circle conditions provided by:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{1fyw}^\text{lim} &= \mu \cdot F_{1fz} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{F_{1fxw}}{\mu \cdot F_{1fz}} \right)^2}, \\
F_{1ry}^\text{lim} &= \mu \cdot F_{1rz} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{F_{1rx}}{\mu \cdot F_{1rz}} \right)^2}, \\
F_{2y}^\text{lim} &= \mu \cdot F_{2z} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{F_{2x}}{\mu \cdot F_{2z}} \right)^2}.
\end{align*}
\]  

(11)
Thus, the lateral forces defined as a function of the lateral wheel slips as in (9) are also saturated by the upper-bound friction circle condition introduced in (11) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{fyw} &= \max(\min(-C_{1f} \cdot s_{1fy}, F_{1fyw}^{\text{lim}}), -F_{1fyw}^{\text{lim}}), \\
F_{1ry} &= \max(\min(-C_{1r} \cdot s_{1ry}, F_{1ry}^{\text{lim}}), -F_{1ry}^{\text{lim}}), \\
F_{2y} &= \max(\min(-C_{2} \cdot s_{2y}, F_{2y}^{\text{lim}}), -F_{2y}^{\text{lim}}).
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the equations given in (9) may be replaced by the equations introduced in (12). The steering angle \( \delta_f \) is considered to be a constant value throughout this study and is calculated according to the Ackermann steering geometry given by:

\[
\delta_f = \frac{L_1}{R}.
\]

The nonlinear single-track model (Equations (1)–(8), (11) and (12)) consisting of 27 equations can be solved for 27 unknowns, \([v_{1x}, v_{1y}, \omega_{1z}, v_{2x}, v_{2y}, \omega_{2z}, \theta, F_{1fyw}, F_{1ry}, F_{2y}, F_{1fyw}^{\text{lim}}, F_{2y}^{\text{lim}}, s_{1fy}, s_{1ry}, s_{2y}, P_{1x}, P_{1y}, P_{2x}, P_{2y}, v_{1fxw}, v_{1fyw}, v_{1fyy}, v_{1fyr}, v_{2ay}, v_{1cy}, v_{2cy}]\) by using four known inputs, \([\delta_f, F_{1fxw}, F_{1rx}, F_{2x}]\), given in Equations (10) and (13). All these equations can be written in a Modelica tool [24], which can solve the set of implicit equations in a computationally efficient way: The system of 27 equations is converted to a linear dynamical system (ordinary differential equations) with 5 states and 22 (linear and nonlinear) algebraic equations. The 22 algebraic equations are solved successively by using the previously solved variables thanks to the block lower triangle partitioning. Additionally, the linear dynamical system is solved by using the previously solved variables. The numeric values of the parameters are given in Appendix 1.

The articulation angle is the most obvious state to check while studying such yaw instabilities as jackknifing and trailer swing. However, if both the vehicle units are sliding sideways at the same time (combination spin-out, as explained in Section 2.3), then checking the side-slip angles for the tractor’s rear axle and semitrailer axle becomes more relevant since the side-slips of both units can be identified separately. The side-slip angles of the tractor’s rear axle and semitrailer axle are calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_{1r} &= \arctan(s_{1ry}), \\
\beta_{2} &= \arctan(s_{2y}).
\end{align*}
\]

Furthermore, a normalised lateral acceleration \( c_y \) can be defined as follows:

\[
c_y = \frac{a_{ly}}{\mu \cdot g}.
\]

### 3.2. Manoeuvre description

Braking-in-turn and propelling-in-turn manoeuvres are simulated, to investigate the stability of the AHVs and obtain an SOE. For all simulations conducted in this study, the steps followed are:

1. Unless otherwise stated, the vehicle starts to operate on a road with a friction coefficient of 0.3 \((\mu = 0.3)\).
(2) Unless otherwise stated, the initial longitudinal velocity of the tractor is set to $V_{1x}^{init} = 45 \text{ km/h}$.

(3) The road wheel angle on the tractor’s first axle is set according to Equation (13) and kept constant for the complete simulation. The initial articulation angle is set (according to Ackerman geometry) to $\theta(t = 0) = L_{2c}/R$. Unless otherwise stated, a turning radius $R$ of 72 m is selected.

(4) For the first 5 s, no longitudinal force is applied on the wheels. This is to let the AHV reach a quasi-steady-state. In other words, $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ are set to 0 in Equation (10).

(5) At $t = 5$ s, the longitudinal forces $F_{1x}$ and $F_{2x}$ are applied as step inputs to the driven axle of the tractor and semitrailer axle, respectively.

(6) For both braking and propulsion scenarios, the simulation is terminated if the articulation angle reaches $\pm 90^\circ$, as shown in the example manoeuvre given in Figure 3(a). This indicates that either severe jackknifing or trailer swing has occurred. Otherwise, the simulation may be terminated for one of the following reasons:

(a) (a) reaching zero velocity when braking is applied, as shown in the example manoeuvre given in Figure 3(b).

(b) (b) 2 s after the application of propulsion. The reason for only 2 s of propulsion is that, as the longitudinal velocity increases due to the propulsion, the lateral acceleration also increases. Hence jackknifing or trailer swing eventually occurs when all the lateral forces are saturated. The intent is to study ‘instantaneous’ dynamics, corresponding to the lateral acceleration when the propulsion started. Furthermore, in the real (brake-in-turn) tests, the authors have observed that a yaw instability usually takes place within the first 2 s of application of tyre forces. In this specific context, the selected time interval until termination of the

**Figure 3.** Paths followed by an AHV for two different braking manoeuvres with $V_{1x}^{init} = 45 \text{ km/h}$, $\mu = 0.3$, $R = 72$ m. Braking starts at $t = 5$ s. (a) $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8$ and $c_{\text{trailer}} = 0$. Jackknifing occurs and simulation is terminated when the articulation angle reaches 90° and (b) $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.75$ and $c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.75$. No yaw instability occurs and simulation is terminated when the tractor reaches zero velocity.
simulations (2 s) is called the ‘time horizon’ (not to be confused with the time horizon of a predictive control).

4. Stability analysis of AHVs

In this section, first, a stability analysis of the linearised AHV model is conducted by evaluating the eigenvalues. This is then followed by investigating the effect of different parameters on the yaw stability of the AHV model. Finally, safety criteria for classifying a manoeuvre as stable are introduced.

4.1. Eigenvalue stability analysis

To perform a stability analysis using the model’s eigenvalues, it is necessary to linearise the model first. To do this, the AHV is simulated according to the first five steps explained in Section 3.2. The simulation is then stopped at $t = 5.1$ s (100 ms after applying propulsion or braking forces). The nonlinear system equations (Equations (1)–(8) and (10)–(13)) are then linearised around the states at $t = 5.1$ s.

The real and imaginary parts of the system’s eigenvalues corresponding to five different pairs of $(F_{1r_x}, F_{2x})$ are illustrated in Figure 4. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of the actuated model are also provided in Table 1 for 13 different sets of $(F_{1r_x}, F_{2x})$.

Within the first 5 s of the simulations, for the initial condition of $v_{1x}(t = 0) = 45$ km/h and $δ_f = 3.25°$, the lateral acceleration of the tractor reaches $a_y = 2.06$ m $s^{-2} = 0.21$ g. As the friction coefficient, $μ$ is set to 0.3 (corresponding to the friction coefficient on snow), the maximum lateral acceleration the AHV can reach is $0.3$ g.

As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1, for the case in which $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [0 \ 0]$ (when all the longitudinal forces are zero), all the eigenvalues have negative real parts. This implies that the AHV model with no longitudinal actuation is stable.

Modern anti-lock braking systems usually try to keep the longitudinal forces less than the maximum capability (within the linear region of the slip vs tyre force curve, as explained in [25]). This is done to leave some of the tyre force capability for the lateral grip. Hence, as an example to study, the friction utilisation value of 0.8 is considered and results in four different cases: $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [0.8 \ 0]$, $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [0 \ 0.8]$, $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [-0.8 \ 0]$, $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [0 \ -0.8]$. The eigenvalues of the model for these cases are illustrated in Figure 4 and Table 1.

Braking or propelling the tractor and/or semitrailer (singly or together) with high friction utilisation ratios $c_{tractor}$ and $c_{trailer}$ results in the real parts of the eigenvalues being shifted towards the positive half-plane, implying instability. According to Table 1, braking with $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [-0.8 \ -0.8]$ and propelling with $[c_{tractor} \ c_{trailer}] = [0.8 \ 0.8]$ also makes the AHV unstable. On the other hand, the eigenvalues for the lower (in the absolute sense) values of the friction utilisations, such as max$(|c_{tractor}|, |c_{trailer}|) = 0.4$, have negative real parts. This implies stability.

4.2. Safety assessment criteria for stability

The following criteria are used to define a manoeuvre as safe in terms of yaw stability:

$$\max(Δβ_{1r}) < 5° \ & \ max(Δβ_2) < 3°.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
Figure 4. Eigenvalues of the linearised single-track model, actuated with five different longitudinal force pairs. $c_{\text{tractor}}$ is the friction utilisation of the tractor’s rear axle and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ is the friction utilisation of the semitrailer’s axle.

Table 1. Eigenvalues of the nonlinear single-track model actuated with 13 different longitudinal force pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c_{\text{tractor}}$</th>
<th>$c_{\text{trailer}}$</th>
<th>Re($\lambda_1$)</th>
<th>Im($\lambda_1$)</th>
<th>Re($\lambda_2$)</th>
<th>Im($\lambda_2$)</th>
<th>Re($\lambda_3$)</th>
<th>Im($\lambda_3$)</th>
<th>Re($\lambda_4$)</th>
<th>Im($\lambda_4$)</th>
<th>Re($\lambda_5$)</th>
<th>Im($\lambda_5$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.8955</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.2180</td>
<td>1.9384</td>
<td>-4.2180</td>
<td>1.9384</td>
<td>-2.1798</td>
<td>1.9384</td>
<td>-0.0235</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.6638</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-2.6662</td>
<td>1.7787</td>
<td>-2.6662</td>
<td>1.7787</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.8667</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.6906</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-2.8346</td>
<td>1.7675</td>
<td>-2.8346</td>
<td>1.7675</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2.1132</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-4.9826</td>
<td>1.2370</td>
<td>-4.9826</td>
<td>-1.2370</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.1893</td>
<td>0.2283</td>
<td>0.1893</td>
<td>0.2283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-5.0477</td>
<td>1.3203</td>
<td>-5.0477</td>
<td>-1.3203</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.1611</td>
<td>0.4461</td>
<td>0.1611</td>
<td>0.4461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-6.6556</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>0.3622</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>0.3622</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.9497</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-6.6907</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.4781</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.3745</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2.0113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.8817</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.1568</td>
<td>1.9687</td>
<td>-4.1568</td>
<td>1.9687</td>
<td>-2.2695</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.9093</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.2783</td>
<td>1.9103</td>
<td>-4.2783</td>
<td>1.9103</td>
<td>-2.0921</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-4.9152</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.1930</td>
<td>1.9397</td>
<td>-4.1930</td>
<td>1.9397</td>
<td>-2.2723</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-4.8759</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.2415</td>
<td>1.9374</td>
<td>-4.2415</td>
<td>1.9374</td>
<td>-2.0906</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-4.8622</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.1819</td>
<td>1.9662</td>
<td>-4.1819</td>
<td>1.9662</td>
<td>-2.1774</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-4.9292</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-4.2549</td>
<td>1.9102</td>
<td>-4.2549</td>
<td>1.9102</td>
<td>-2.1815</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Eigenvalues with the largest real part are shown in bold. Stable pairs of $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ are shown in green and unstable pairs in red colour.
The selected limit of \( \max(\Delta \beta_1, \Delta \beta_2) \) is sufficiently high, at 5\(^\circ\). This is done to avoid covering the deviations that occur even during normal (safe) driving. Typically, these can be of the order of several degrees. However, the limit of \( \max(\Delta \beta_2) \), is deliberately maintained at a lower value. Semitrailers are longer than tractors. Thus, a side-slip angle of 3\(^\circ\) at the semitrailer (at approximately 10 m from the kingpin to the rear of the semitrailer), will create a lateral displacement of 10 m \( \cdot \sin(3^\circ) \) = 52 cm at the rear end of the semitrailer. This will likely cause the semitrailer to leave its lane.

The maximum deviation of the articulation angle is not used as a safety criterion in Equation (16). This is because the articulation angle alone is not a sufficient measure for identifying yaw instability. As explained in Section 2.3, the articulation angle does not necessarily grow during a combination spin-out, even though the side-slip angles of the units grow. Even though not used in this study, the articulation angle may be used as a complementary criterion to the side-slip angle deviation limits given in Equation (16). Nevertheless, articulation angle is an important state to evaluate apart from the side-slip angles, and it is given in some plots of this study.

### 4.3. Stability analysis in the time domain

This section discusses the effects of different vehicle and environmental parameters on yaw stability. To this end, the AHV is simulated for different cases according to the methodology explained in Section 3.2. The AHV is braked only on the trailer axle at \( t = 5 \) s, with the friction utilisation \( c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8 \). After the braking forces are applied, the AHV becomes unstable. \( \beta_2 \) and \( \theta \) grow in the negative direction while \( \omega_2 \) grows in the positive direction, as shown in Figure 5. Meanwhile, \( F_{2y} \) reaches saturation level \( F_{2y}^{\text{lim}} \) for 2.7 s. As the lateral acceleration decreases due to the braking and longitudinal speed reduction, \( F_{2y} \) drops below the limit, with \( \beta_2, \theta, \) and \( \omega_2 \) consecutively returning to quasi-steady-state values. Hence, after the decrease in the longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration, the unstable system becomes stable again for the given amount of braking force. This means the instability only lasts 2.7 s and then the system stabilises itself.

**Figure 5.** AHV exhibiting a trailer swing due to semitrailer braking, with \( c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8 \) at \( t = 5 \) s.
The maximum deviations of the articulation and side-slip angles (from the quasi-steady-state values) are three ideal performance metrics for evaluating the yaw instabilities of AHVs. The quasi-steady-state values of $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\theta$ are obtained at $t = 4.5$ s for the given operating conditions, as the braking/propulsion starts at $t = 5$ s, as explained in Section 3.2. Thanks to these three performance measures, it is possible to evaluate a single manoeuvre using only three values, instead of checking signals as a function of time. This simplifies parametric studies.

Figure 6 depicts max($\Delta \beta_1$), max($\Delta \beta_2$) and max($\Delta \theta$), which are the maximum deviations (over time) for $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\theta$ from their quasi-steady-state values throughout each simulation for various turning radii, initial longitudinal speeds and friction coefficients. As shown in Figure 6(a), when only the tractor brakes with $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8$, jackknifing occurs at around $c_y = 0.62$ regardless of changes in the path radius, initial speed or friction coefficient. Any parameter change that creates a greater normalised lateral acceleration of more than $c_y = 0.62$ leads to jackknifing. This is slightly more than expected, since $c_y = 0.60$,

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Changes in maximum articulation angle and side-slip angle deviations due to different values on the operational parameters: turning radius (first-row plots), initial speed (second-row plots), and friction coefficient (third-row plots) for three different braking manoeuvres. (a) $[c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8, c_{\text{trailer}} = 0]$ (b) $[c_{\text{tractor}} = 0, c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8]$ (c) $[c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8, c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8]$
and $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8$ already mean that the rear tyre forces at the tractor are approaching the friction circle limit, according to Equation (11). However, this difference can be explained by the fact that the AHV is slowing down and the lateral tyre forces are saturated for only a limited time for $c_y = 0.60$. But for $c_y = 0.62$, the AHV undergoes saturated lateral tyre forces at the rear axle of the tractor for long enough for jackknifing to occur. Another observation is that either severe jackknifing occurs, $\max(\Delta \beta_1 r)$, with $\max(\Delta \theta)$ reaching approximately $90^\circ$ (and leading to a terminated simulation), or no jackknifing occurs at all. So, unlike trailer swing, the magnitude of jackknifing does not progressively increase with greater lateral acceleration. Once jackknifing starts, $\theta$ and $\beta_1 r$ grow rapidly and do not decrease with time when the longitudinal velocity and lateral acceleration decrease. $\beta_2$ does not grow under the same manoeuvres and thus, jackknifing does not cause the semitrailer to swing.

According to Figure 6(b), when braking only with a semitrailer at $c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8$, trailer swing (with $\max(\Delta \beta_2) > 3^\circ$) starts at around $c_y = 0.74$ regardless of path radius, initial speed or friction coefficient. Any parameter change that creates greater normalised lateral acceleration (over $c_y = 0.74$) leads to trailer swing. However, the trailer swing becomes stronger (greater semitrailer side-slip angle and articulation angle deviation) as the lateral acceleration increases. This is not like jackknifing, so the severity of the trailer swing increases progressively under greater lateral acceleration. Trailer swing starts at higher lateral acceleration values compared to the previous scenario. Lateral acceleration then drops, due to the speed reduction after braking. Hence $\beta_2$ and $\theta$ stabilise again around the quasi-steady-state values. As the tractor has no longitudinal force in this manoeuvre, it is stable until very large $c_y$ values. For greater initial speeds and lower friction coefficients resulting in $c_y$ values close to 1, $\beta_1 r$ also grows very quickly and the tractor loses its lateral grip due to the saturated lateral tyre forces, according to the first and the second equations in (11).

Finally, as shown in Figure 6(c), when both the tractor and semitrailer brake with $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8$ and $c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8$, the tractor loses its lateral grip and quickly reaches a $90^\circ$ side-slip angle at around $c_y = 0.72$. This is a greater value compared to the first scenario, in which only the tractor was braked. This is because the greater retardation caused by braking on both vehicle units leads to a faster reduction in lateral acceleration compared to the first case. However, $\max(\Delta \beta_2)$ increases progressively for the greater lateral acceleration but the increase is not stepwise as with the tractor.

Jackknifing starts (in the first manoeuvre) at $c_y = 0.62$, and trailer swing starts (in the second manoeuvre) at $c_y = 0.74$. This shows that braking the tractor is more unstable than braking the semitrailer. This phenomenon can be explained by studying the real parts of the eigenvalues in the corresponding manoeuvres, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. When only the tractor is braked (with $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.8$), the real part of the positive eigenvalues is much greater compared to the case when only the semitrailer is braked (with $c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.8$). Hence, braking on the tractor is even less stable than braking on the semitrailer. Furthermore, braking the tractor is also less stable than propelling it, as the real part of the largest positive eigenvalue is greater. This is physically determined by a compression force at the coupling (due to the tractor braking) making the AHV less stable; the tractor is pushed adversely by the semitrailer. Conversely, semitrailer braking results in a tension force at the coupling and pulls the tractor backwards, creating a ‘stabilising yaw moment’ for it.
Figure 7. Effects of various friction utilisation ratios, $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$. (a) $c_{\text{tractor}} \in [-1, 1]$ and $c_{\text{trailer}} = 0$ and (b) $c_{\text{tractor}} = 0$ and $c_{\text{trailer}} \in [-1, 1]$.

Figure 7 illustrates the effects of variations in $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ on $\max(\Delta \beta_1)$, $\max(\Delta \beta_2)$ and $\max(\Delta \theta)$. This analysis was made by keeping the friction utilisation for one vehicle unit at zero (no longitudinal force applied), while the other one varied within the considered range of $[-1 + 1]$. For positive friction utilisation ratios (propulsion case), limiting the simulation to only 2 s of propulsion led to a gradual increase in the tractor side-slip angle and articulation angle deviation values. This contrasts with the stepwise increases in the negative friction utilisation ratios (braking case).

As can be seen in Figure 7(a), jackknifing (with $\max(\Delta \beta_1) > 5^\circ$) occurs while braking with $c_{\text{tractor}} = -0.71$ or less; or with propulsion of $c_{\text{tractor}} = 0.75$ or more. This shows that propelling the tractor is more stable than braking it, which can also be explained using the eigenvalues shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 7(b), the trailer swing occurs (with $\max(\Delta \beta_2) > 3^\circ$) under braking with $c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.81$ or less. And for propulsion it occurs for $c_{\text{trailer}} = 0.70$ or more. This shows that propelling the semitrailer causes more instability than braking it. Furthermore, these pairs of $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ for braking and propulsion cases prove that braking on the semitrailer is more stable than braking on the tractor, and propelling on the tractor is more stable than propelling on the semitrailer. The common characteristic of more stable actuations, namely tractor propulsion and semitrailer braking, is that they increase the tension force at the coupling which has a stabilising effect.

5. Safe operating envelope for AHVs

The ‘safe operating envelope’ (SOE) is the term for a set of upper and lower request limits on the actuators. These include braking or propulsion force requests, expressed as a function of vehicle states (such as vehicle longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration), alongside environmental parameters (such as road friction, road slope and so on). Control algorithms whose design is based on an SOE keep the vehicle safe and allow it to manoeuvre up to its handling limits without risking yaw stability.

This section simulates the nonlinear single-track model of a tractor-semitrailer combination vehicle (as per Section 3.1), according to the methodology explained in Section 3.2.
in Modelica. Based on many simulations involving different parameters, safe and unsafe scenarios have been identified for a vehicle negotiating turns. Consequently, an SOE is obtained. The vehicle parameters are provided in Appendix 1.

By varying the values of $c_{\text{tractor}}$, $c_{\text{trailer}}$, and $V_{\text{init}}^{1x}$, many different combinations of longitudinal tyre forces for two vehicle units and different lateral tyre forces have been simulated. In other words, the simulations were conducted by changing $c_{\text{tractor}}$ and $c_{\text{trailer}}$ from $-1$ to $0$ (in steps of $-0.01$) for the braking scenarios and from $0$ to $+1$ (in steps of $+0.01$) for the acceleration scenarios using various values of $V_{\text{init}}^{1x} \in [30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 53]$ km/h. This requires 61,206 simulations to be conducted for each braking and propulsion scenario.

For the initial part of the manoeuvres, the quasi-steady-state lateral accelerations are noted for $t = 4.5$ s (half a second before applying braking or propulsion forces) as $a_{1y} \in [0.95, 1.28, 1.65, 2.06, 2.50, 2.77]$ m s$^{-2}$. This set of lateral accelerations can be normalised with respect to the gravitational constant $g$ and the friction coefficient $\mu$, as $c_y = a_{1y} \cdot (g \cdot \mu)^{-1} \in [0.322, 0.435, 0.561, 0.700, 0.850, 0.941]$.

### 5.1. Safe operating envelope for braking

The values of $\max((\Delta \beta_1)_r)$, $\max((\Delta \beta_2))$ and $\max(\Delta \theta)$ for different $c_{\text{tractor}}$, $c_{\text{trailer}}$ and $V_{\text{init}}^{1x}$ values are shown in Figure 8. A colour map is used to indicate the safe and unsafe operating areas which are obtained based on $\max((\Delta \beta_1)_r)$, $\max((\Delta \beta_2))$, and $\max(\Delta \theta)$. Equation (16) is used as a safety criterion. A limit of $5^\circ$ is used for $\max(\Delta \theta)$, although it is not a part of Equation (16). Yellow and red are associated with lower and higher unsafe operating conditions, while green indicates safe operating conditions.

In Figure 8, the red stripe at the top of each plot shows that, even at low lateral accelerations, $c_{\text{trailer}}$ values which are very close to $-1$, resulting in trailer swing as the semitrailer wheels lose side grip. Hence, $\beta_2$ grows. If it becomes too significant (when $\max((\Delta \beta_2)$ becomes red in Figure 8), then the aggressively swinging trailer causes the tractor to start losing side grip and also begin to swing. At higher lateral accelerations, the semitrailer also swings as $c_{\text{trailer}}$ values (in the absolute sense); ($c_{\text{trailer}} = -0.56$ for a speed of 53 km/h). The red areas at the top of each plot are almost straight and do not change much in thickness with varying $c_{\text{tractor}}$ values. This means that the trailer swing is not highly correlated with the amount of tractor braking. Nevertheless, greater tractor braking marginally helps to avoid trailer swing since it results in a faster reduction in speed and lateral acceleration.

In Figure 8, looking at the red diagonal areas on the right-hand side of the first and third column plots reveals that high (in the absolute sense) friction utilisation in the tractor ($c_{\text{tractor}}$ values close to $-1$) produces a major deviation in the tractor’s side-slip angle but not in that of the semitrailer. This is a sign of jackknifing.

The risk of jackknifing is inversely proportional to the degree of semitrailer braking. For a high degree of semitrailer braking ($c_{\text{trailer}}$ values close to $-1$), the width of the red diagonal area decreases. This means that stretch braking with the semitrailer helps avoid jackknifing. Conversely, when there is no semitrailer braking, jackknifing starts at a lower degree of tractor braking.

The green areas at the upper right of the lower three $\max(\Delta \theta)$ plots (third column plots) in Figure 8 show that, even though the side-slip angles of the tractor and semitrailer increase, the articulation angles for those specific manoeuvres are still small. This is a sign
Figure 8. Maximum side-slip angle and articulation angle deviations for braking at six different speeds, according to the nonlinear single-track model.

of combination spin-out. In other words, the tractor and semitrailer simultaneously lose their side grip, slipping sideways in a rigid-body motion, as explained in Section 2.3.

A final observation from Figure 8 is that the green areas reduce as the lateral acceleration increases. This is expected since greater lateral acceleration leads to greater lateral forces
at the tyres and the friction circle model will lead to the tyre forces being saturated with lower braking forces (longitudinal forces).

Figure 9(a) shows the SOEs for six different longitudinal velocities (six different lateral accelerations). These envelopes show safe combinations of tractor and semitrailer friction utilisation factors \( c_{\text{tractor}} \) and \( c_{\text{trailer}} \) as green, with unsafe combinations in red. The safe combinations are calculated according to the safety criteria given in Equation (16).

Figure 9(b) shows a three-dimensional SOE obtained by using the previous six plots and interpolating the intermediate values. So, the six plots on the left are slices of the three-dimensional plot on the right. The vertical axis on the three-dimensional envelope plot represents normalised lateral acceleration (with respect to \( \mu \) and \( g \)), \( c_y \), as calculated in Equation (15).

Any combination of tractor and semitrailer braking \( (c_{\text{tractor}} \text{ and } c_{\text{trailer}}) \) under the safe operating envelope shown in Figure 9(b) is a safe braking manoeuvre and, according to the nonlinear single-track model, causes no motion instability. However, any braking combination above the safe operating envelope violates the safety criteria given in Equation (16) and causes jackknifing, trailer swing or combination spin-out. These three modes of instability are shown in a generic SOE plot in Figure 10. A large (in the absolute sense) \( c_{\text{trailer}} \) results in trailer swing, while large (in the absolute sense) \( c_{\text{tractor}} \) results in jackknifing. Combinations of large \( c_{\text{tractor}} \) and \( c_{\text{trailer}} \) result in combination spin-out.
5.2. Safe operating envelope for acceleration

Figure 11 shows an SOE for an accelerating AHV, obtained from the nonlinear single-track model presented in Section 3.1. Note that the normalised lateral acceleration $c_y$ values for each plot indicate the values to be 0.5 s before the specified propulsion force is applied. However, unlike the braking case, as the speed increases following application of propulsion torque, the normalised lateral acceleration $c_y$ values grow even more.
In the case of a longer time horizon to terminate the simulation (and hence ceasing to evaluate the presence of yaw instability according to Equation (16)), the unsafe red areas would be greater because the normalised lateral acceleration would also be greater, leaving less tyre force capability for the longitudinal direction. Hence, the safe operating envelope would contract. Similarly, in the case of a shorter time horizon to terminate the simulation, the safe operating envelope would expand.

By comparing Figures 9 and 11, it may be observed that the trailer swing areas (red area at the top of each subplot corresponding to high $c_{trailer}$ coefficients) are greater in the case of acceleration. This is because the trailer propulsion is more unstable compared to trailer braking, as explained in Section 4.3. However, the border of the trailer swing area (red area at the top of each subplot) is still almost parallel to the x-axis, showing that trailer swing occurs above a certain $c_{trailer}$ coefficient, almost independent of the $c_{tractor}$ value. This means that trailer swing does not highly correlate to the degree of tractor propulsion (and braking, as shown in Section 5.1).

By comparing Figures 9 and 11, it may also be observed that the border of the jackknifing area (the red area on the right-hand side of each subplot) is inclined in the opposite direction. In the case of acceleration, a greater (in the absolute sense) $c_{tractor}$ is safe and stable (green) for a lower (in the absolute sense) $c_{trailer}$. This is the opposite situation to that of braking and means that, by applying a lower propulsion force at the semi-trailer (lower $c_{trailer}$), a greater propulsion force may be applied at the tractor (greater $c_{tractor}$) without causing a yaw instability. Furthermore, a comparison of Figures 9 and 11 shows that yaw instabilities start at a greater (in the absolute sense) $c_{tractor}$ for tractor propulsion, compared to tractor braking (while the semi-trailer is neither braked nor propelled, $c_{trailer} = 0$, for the sake of comparison). This shows that tractor propulsion is more stable compared to tractor braking, as shown in Section 4.3.

Figure 12 shows a slice of the SOE obtained from the nonlinear single-track model for the velocity of 40 km/h ($c_y = 0.561$). In this figure, the axes associated with $c_{tractor}$ and

![Figure 12. Slice of the SOE obtained from the nonlinear single-track model for 40 km/h ($c_y = 0.561$) for any combination of propulsion and braking forces.](image-url)
$c_{\text{trailer}}$ are plotted between $-1$ and $1$, implying that this plot covers any combination of braking and propulsion. So, the first quadrant of this plot is already shown in Figure 11 and the third quadrant is already shown in Figure 9. The second and fourth quadrants are not presented in any other plot and are combinations of tractor braking and semitrailer propulsion and tractor propulsion and semitrailer braking, respectively. The last two cases are not energy-efficient and would be mostly irrelevant during normal driving. But for any safety-related function, they may still be related and these SOEs can be used for such cases. Furthermore, these areas may be used to transfer energy stored in the batteries from one unit to another (regenerative braking in one unit and propulsion with the other). Regarding the maximum and minimum braking and propulsion forces and the correlation of tractor and semi-trailer forces, all the above comments are valid for Figure 12 too. It is also possible to obtain a complete three-dimensional SOE by combining many such slices for different normalised lateral accelerations ($c_y$), as presented in Figures 9 and 11.

6. Conclusion

This paper has described the yaw instabilities of AHVs and presented a nonlinear single-track vehicle model for an AHV. The factors affecting yaw instabilities have also been investigated. Lastly, safe operating envelopes for both braking and accelerating AHVs have been obtained.

A nonlinear single-track vehicle model is a computationally effective way to derive an SOE. The SOE can be determined every second (or at any another suitable time interval) online at the AHV’s electronic control unit for instantaneous operating conditions. Hence, this SOE can adapt to changes in the vehicle parameters (such as load distribution) or environmental changes (such as slope and friction). Furthermore, the single-track model may be used to predict the AHV’s states at a given future time (1 s later, for example) with a driver model. Moreover, if instability is predicted, then precautionary action may be taken (such as decreasing the propulsion or braking forces, or redistributing them).

The SOE can be used with simple rule-based control allocation methods for actuator coordination. Ideally, however, it can be also used with closed-loop controllers (such as the one described in [22]). In this case, the SOE would act as the first-level safety measure. Should the SOE fail to ensure safety, the second level would be the closed-loop controller.

The single-track model is not accurate for high lateral accelerations (since the lateral load transfer has not been modelled). Hence, the SOE for the high lateral accelerations is expected to be both less accurate and greater than the real safe operating conditions. The SOE obtained from the single-track model may be shrunk by a safety factor (such as 50% less than the SOE obtained from the simulations) for use in real applications. Shrinking the SOE by a (lower) safety factor (say, 25%) may also be done for lower lateral accelerations, to handle the parameter and model uncertainties. Furthermore, a two-track model [23,p.306] may be used to take the lateral load transfer into account.

The presented single-track model has lumped axles for axle groups. To make the model more accurate, all the axles can be modelled individually. This would increase the model’s complexity but it would still be computationally efficient compared to the high fidelity models.
The tyre model used in the simulations is a linear type with saturation according to the friction circle model. This is a simple yet efficient model but can be replaced with a more advanced one, such as the Pacejka tyre model [26].

No slip controller was used for the simulations. But in a real AHV, even though \( c_{\text{tractor}} = \pm 1 \) or \( c_{\text{trailer}} = \pm 1 \) are requested, the realised friction utilisation would be no more than approximately 0.8 for the modern brake and traction control systems (which corresponds to the linear region of the slip vs tyre force curve, as explained in [25], for example). Hence, the unsafe (red) areas of 30 km/h and 35 km/h plotted in Figures 9 and 11 would not be reached in a real AHV thanks to the slip controller in the brake or traction control system, provided these systems perform well. Nevertheless, a simple slip controller may be added to the simulations to take this into account.

For all simulations, the steering angle was kept constant after the application of propulsion or brake torque. Hence, a human driver or autonomous system is not trying to stabilise the AHV. In reality, a human driver or autonomous safety system would try to stabilise it, meaning that the limiting unsafe cases may become safe within the closed-loop of a human or autonomous system. From this point of view, the SOE obtained takes the worst-case scenario (an uncontrolled vehicle) into account.

In the other studies in the automotive field which focus on the safe operating envelope, side-slip angles and yaw rates are mostly the states used to define the SOE for a single-unit vehicle [16–20]. Hansson et al. [21], on the other hand, focus on actuator coordination of AHVs. However, this has an SOE obtained via offline high-fidelity simulations and is only defined for semitrailer propulsion. Furthermore, the states (velocity, friction coefficient, coupling forces in longitudinal and lateral directions, propulsion torque applied at the semitrailer) used to define the SOE are different. However, in the present study, the SOE is defined in terms of actuator force (normalised with normal load and friction) allocation per unit (for both tractor and semitrailer) for an AHV, for both braking and propulsion cases. Defining SOE in terms of actuator forces (instead of, for example, coupling forces, and so on) makes it easier to envision how the control inputs should be limited for safe driving since the control inputs are the actuator forces per unit. Furthermore, it also makes it easier to implement the SOE in a controller; the SOE becomes constraints on the inputs, instead of some states that are to be estimated via a model or measured with sensors. Nevertheless, the SOE is also a function of lateral acceleration (normalised with friction). Furthermore, the SOE is obtained with a simpler and computationally more efficient single-track model that can be run online.

In future work, the SOE obtained from the nonlinear single-track model should be verified with real tests. As it is not possible to cover all possible cases within real tests, a high-fidelity model (validated with respect to the real test vehicle) should be used to cover all possible cases. The single-track model presented here should be improved according to the alternatives explained above and checked to see that it is safe enough for a real application. The improved model may be used to obtain SOE online for the real AHVs as the first safety level of the safe and energy-efficient actuator coordination controllers. The nonlinear single-track model provides valuable insight into instability onset, but moving forward, a more refined model can be used to deliver more quantitative results and reliable instability predictions.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Vehicle parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_1$</td>
<td>Mass of the tractor</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_2$</td>
<td>Mass of the semitrailer</td>
<td>13,500</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_1$</td>
<td>Yaw moment of inertia of the tractor</td>
<td>48758</td>
<td>kg · m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2$</td>
<td>Yaw moment of inertia of the semitrailer</td>
<td>83,913</td>
<td>kg · m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{1r}$</td>
<td>Cornering stiffness of the rear axle of the tractor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{1f}$</td>
<td>Cornering stiffness of the front axle of the tractor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>Cornering stiffness of the semitrailer axle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>Tractor wheelbase</td>
<td>4.085</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{1c}$</td>
<td>Distance between coupling to the front axle of tractor</td>
<td>3.7725</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{2c}$</td>
<td>Distance between the coupling to the semitrailer axle</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{1CoG}$</td>
<td>Distance between the CoG and the front axle of tractor</td>
<td>1.534</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{2CoG}$</td>
<td>Distance between the CoG and the semitrailer axle</td>
<td>1.9315</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Gravitational acceleration</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>m/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoG</td>
<td>Centre of gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Turning radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Articulation angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{iz}$</td>
<td>Yaw rate of unit $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_f$</td>
<td>Road wheel angle of the front axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{ij}$</td>
<td>Acceleration of unit $i$ in $j$ direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ij}$</td>
<td>Coupling force at unit $i$ in $j$ direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{ij}$</td>
<td>Velocity of the coupling point at unit $i$ in $j$ direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i$</td>
<td>Velocity of the CoG of unit $i$ in $j$ direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{1r}$</td>
<td>Lateral velocity at the rear axle of the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{2y}$</td>
<td>Lateral velocity at the semitrailer axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{1fw}$</td>
<td>Velocity at the front axle in $j$ direction in the wheel coordinate frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{1fv}$</td>
<td>Velocity at the front axle in $j$ direction in the vehicle coordinate frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{1fy}$</td>
<td>Lateral slip for the front axle of the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{1ry}$</td>
<td>Lateral slip for the rear axle of the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{2y}$</td>
<td>Lateral slip for the semitrailer axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{1fw}$</td>
<td>Front axle tyre force in $j$ direction for the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{1f}$</td>
<td>Rear axle tyre force in $j$ direction for the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{2y}$</td>
<td>Semitrailer axle tyre force in $j$ direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{lim}^{1fw}$</td>
<td>Maximum front axle lateral tyre force for the tractor, due to friction circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{lim}^{1f}$</td>
<td>Maximum rear axle lateral tyre force for the tractor, due to friction circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{lim}^{2y}$</td>
<td>Semitrailer axle maximum lateral tyre force, due to friction circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{1r}$</td>
<td>Side-slip angle at the rear axle of the tractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{2}$</td>
<td>Side-slip angle at the semitrailer axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>Normalised lateral acceleration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>